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GTR Nordics 2022 touches down in Stockholm on
November 16th, with record breaking participation
expected at the region’s leading gathering of trade,
supply chain and export financing experts following
an emphatic return to in-person networking at GTR
Nordics 2021.
With the trade sector facing multiple headwinds ranging
supply chain disruption, inflationary pressure, rising
interest rates, FX volatility and heightened political
risk, the wider ecosystem must also galvanise to meet
strategic goals relating to digitisation, decarbonisation
and sustainable development.
GTR Nordics 2022 will once again provide a unique
forum to drive the open debate and new partnerships
needed to navigate today’s risks and maximise
opportunities, while transitioning towards a more
efficient, sustainable future for global trade. Book your
place now to gain expert-led insight and unrivalled
networking with the region’s leading corporates,
lenders, ECAs and digital innovators.
November 16, 2022
Radisson Blu Stockholm Waterfront Congress Centre
Stockholm, Sweden

Attendees

350+
Companies

22

38

%

14

10

5

4

22 Banks & financiers

4

ECAs & multilaterals

14

Technology & fintech

3

Consultants & accountants

10

Insurers & risk managers

2

Govt orgs & public bodies

5

Non-bank financiers

2

Other

Company size breakdown in 2021

What to expect

500+

Corporates & traders

60+
Speakers

10%

15%

75%

SME

Mid

Multinational
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Agenda

GTR Nordics 2022 Stockholm

Wednesday 16 November, 2022 Morning plenary and Stream A
09.00

Select either Stream A or Stream B

Stream A: Identifying drivers for export and agency financing demand

Chair’s opening remarks
09.10-10.10

Keynote: The macro debate: 360 degrees
of trade
This high-level opening debate will contrast a range
of perspectives, examining the full spectrum of trends
impacting Nordic trade, from extreme geopolitical upheaval
and macro headwinds related to inflation, rising interest
rates and FX volatility, to the interplay between supply
chain decarbonisation, digitisation and the ever-increasing
emphasis on sustainable trade, and the potential effects that
these developments are expected hold on global trade flows.
Helge Pedersen, Group Chief Economist, Nordea
Andreas Wallström, Head of Forecasting & Deputy
Head of Macro Research, Swedbank

10.10-10.55

Wednesday 16 November, 2022

Networking break

“Real momentum to meet the
relevant people and remain up
to date with regards to trade
& export challenges.”
N Van Damme, SMT Group Africa

10.55-11.45

11.45-12.30

12.30-13.15

Growing export credit demand
meets increasing capacity pressure:
Innovation required?

Combining Nordic industries and export
credit systems to drive global decarbonisation

Delivering critical infrastructure in Africa:
The growing emphasis on competitive,
sustainable financing

Fixed investment has remained robust with sovereign
projects in developing regions providing high demand
for export credit financing beside growing H1 2022
deal volumes across OECD countries. With EPC and
commodity costs rising and combining with energy
security concerns, demand for export credit support is
set to grow, but the invasion of Ukraine and perceptions
of rising non-payment risks are tempering appetite in
sections of the market.
Highlighting demand across developed and less
developed markets for projects ranging renewables,
telecoms, transport, healthcare and LNG-to-power,
this panel of export financing experts will debate how
requirements can best be met in a highly volatile risk
environment:
● To what extent is capacity tightening across commercial
finance and private insurance sectors, and are ECAs
playing a countercyclical role?
● How have innovative financing structures been
deployed, whether ECAs combining to achieve 100%
cover for public infrastructure development, or blended
financings and reinsurance policies?
● Where has the updated OECD down payment
rule boosted the deal pipeline, and which further
enhancements would benefit future projects?

From battery storage to carbon free steel, power
transmission and electric vehicles to oil platform
technology, Nordic industry is combining to create a world
leading value chain for the green transition. Backed by
innovative, competitive financing provided by world-class
export credits systems, Nordic suppliers and exporters are
well positioned to facilitate a zero-carbon future.
This discussion will explore the transitional infrastructure
value chain, highlighting the areas in which Nordic
exporters and ECAs are collaborating to promote global
decarbonisation. Highlighting the innovative financial
support being provided for SMEs and import and export
activity linked to transitional infrastructure, we’ll gauge the
financing needed to enable the investment required to hit
the 1.5 °C target: In which geographies and sectors are
ECAs expected to play a key role, and which financing
policies and regulations could enhance agency financing
support for green projects?
Moderator: Marie Aglert, Director & Head of Large
Corporates, EKN
Daniel Lundgren, Commercial Director, Siemens Energy
Arild Bakås, Senior Vice-President, Senior Underwriter
& Head of Team Industry, Eksfin

Moderator: Tim Hughes, Director, BPL Global
Georg Gruber, Director, Business Development Global
Trade & Export Finance, Raiffeisen Bank International
Laurie Flaux, Director, Political Risk & Structured
Credit, Aon
Richard Wilkins, EMEA Head of Export & Agency
Finance, J.P. Morgan

“GTR Nordics is growing year by
year and that says a lot about
the quality of the event.”

Pandemic-related pressure on public finances has seen
African sovereigns reprioritising investments according
to increasingly limited budgets, while the macroeconomic
impacts of the Ukraine war and China’s intent to reduce
financing for African infrastructure further contribute to an
uncertain outlook for sovereign debt sustainability across
the continent. This discussion will explore the markets
and sectors in which infrastructure investment remains
resilient, considering the impact of debt sustainability
concerns on the African infrastructure financing space:
● To what extent are rising debt servicing costs likely to
dampen financing appetite for new sovereign projects?
● Where can the OECD rules and individual lenders’
ESG-linked financing policies be enhanced to meet the
need for social infrastructure across Africa?
● Power supply is fundamental to enabling Africa’s energy
transition, but are alternative sources of financing
required to mitigate the decarbonisation of ECA
portfolios?
● With debt affordability front of mind, how does ECA
financing compare with other options when funding
African infrastructure, and how can offerings be tailored
to the needs of both public and commercial African
projects?
Moderator: Guillaume Simonnet, Executive Director,
Political & Credit Risks, WTW
Sekete Mokgehle, Head, Export Credit Finance,
Nedbank
Sujithav Sarangi, Executive Director, Structured
Export Finance, Standard Chartered Bank
Birgitta Lindström Kruk, Senior Director, Head of
Export & Project Finance, SEK

13.15-14.25

Lunch

A Niemelä, OP Financial Group

#GTRNordics
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Agenda

GTR Nordics 2022 Stockholm

Wednesday 16 November, 2022: Morning, Stream B

Wednesday 16 November, 2022

Select either Stream A or Stream B

Stream B: Strategic supply chains – balancing imminent risks and long-term transformation
10.55-11.45

11.45-12.20

12.20-13.10

Gloomy forecast: Shining light on the
evolving focus of the strategic treasurer

Case study: Driving the SDGs with
green invoice finance

Geopolitical strife, extreme financial market volatility,
labour shortages, inflation and ongoing trade disruption:
the corporate treasurer’s perspective on supply chain risk
has gained yet more currency at board room level. Risk
management in the here-and-now must be balanced with
longer term strategic transformation including financial
digitisation and supply chain sustainability.

Exploring themes including ESG-linked financing
incentives and performance monitoring, this case study
will provide insight into an innovative financing structure,
the first in the market involving syndicated green invoice
finance. Designed to boost the importer’s working capital
by funding supplier invoices across an electric vehicle
supply chain spanning multiple jurisdictions, learn how
the facility aligned with lenders’ and manufacturer’s
sustainability objectives to heighten ESG performance
across their ecosystems, while upholding the broader
UN Sustainable Development Goals to move towards
sustainable development, net-zero emissions and a green
economy by providing financing to the EV segment.

Trickledown effect: The impact of economic
volatility on trade, supply chains and
working capital

This high-level discussion will explore the treasury
strategies designed to weather a rapidly deteriorating
business environment: How important is incorporating
operational teams’ input alongside data into forecasting
as an early warning apparatus? How are Treasurers
managing rising interest rates and FX volatility in an
inflationary environment not experienced in generations?
As risk managers ensuring the long-term solvency of the
business, how can Treasury support the drive to lessen
environmental impact and how is this affecting the value
chain and bottom line? Which business areas lie within
the Treasurer’s sphere of influence in the ESG context,
and how can financing partners support these efforts?
Anna Svensson, Vice-President of Finance & Risk,
Elof Hansson
Daniel Aspenberg, Head of Treasury, Volvo Cars

“Extensive event that offers a real opportunity to hear about real
subjects that matter. Interesting array of speakers from different
backgrounds that makes GTR a good place to learn and network.”
D Smith, Kyriba

Rising input prices, constricted consumer demand, supply
chain disruption and inventory buffers, delayed shipments
leading to longer payment terms, and a challenging
sanctions environment have combined to amplify the
need to optimise supply chains and review commercial
and financial risks. The trickledown impact of trade
continuation efforts and risk management requirements
on working capital has become a crucial challenge for
corporates of all sizes.
This expert panel will consider pain points throughout the
trade lifecycle, highlighting the specialist financing and
risk management tools that can be applied, the benefits
of ecosystem partnerships with a focus on ports and
shipping, and the power of data to channel financing
to where it is most needed in the value chain, whether
optimising working capital, managing counterparty risks or
supporting suppliers earlier in the transaction cycle:
● With trade finance key to risk management in times of
instability, how can trade facilities be further utilised to
free up working capital?
● Are the benefits of buyer and seller-centric early
payment solutions being amplified by inflationary
pressures, rising interest rates and FX volatility? Is
credit risk management a rising priority?
● To what extent are trade sanctions, ESG initiatives and
supplier diversification (near / friend shoring) driving
the need for greater transparency through the physical
and financial supply chain?
● Is ecosystem connectivity and data the key to supply
chain resilience? Which partnerships and technologies
are facilitating greater visibility and working capital
efficiencies?
Moderator: Richard Hayes, Head of Trade Solutions,
Denmark, Nordic Head of Supply Chain Finance, Nordea
Minna Väisänen, Director, Logistics, Valmet
Stefan Nehls, Regional Information Services Director,
Northern Europe, Coface
Fredrik Agerhem, Chief Executive Officer, XLIT
Finance & Logistics

13.10-14.25

#GTRNordics
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“Great event with great networking
opportunities.”
D Mannestig, Getinge

“The No.1 event in the Nordics
financial market has become
even better!”
H Sjögren, Swedish Chamber of Commerce for
Russia & CIS

“I can highly recommend GTR
Nordics as being the only major
Trade & Export Finance event in the
Nordics annually. The place to be.”
J Kuusala, Danske Bank

Lunch

gtreview.com/gtrnordics

Agenda

GTR Nordics 2022 Stockholm

Wednesday 16 November, 2022: Afternoon

Wednesday 16 November, 2022

Select either Stream A or Stream B

Stream A: Risk management in an era of geopolitical and economic crisis

Stream B: Trade finance digitisation – regulation, adoption and competition

14.25-15.10

14.25-15.25

15.25-16.15

Building the e-doc ecosystem: A marathon,
not a sprint

The need to build profitability and compete
on pricing: The potential impacts of trade
finance digitisation and ‘platformification’

Out of the frying pan, into the fire:
Can the insurance market stand the heat?
●

●

●

●

●

From insolvencies and payment delays to inflationary
pressure and sovereign defaults, how are global
economic headwinds impacting claims, capacity and
pricing across the CPRI markets?
Is the Ukraine invasion symptomatic of a new era of
heightened global political risk? Where has this led
insurers to update policy wording and review risk
appetite for markets beyond Eastern Europe?
Which geographies remain attractive risks? Are new
enquiries increasingly focusing on markets traditionally
viewed as benign?
Are there concerns that the insurance sector will
increasingly be targeted by global sanctions regimes
as a lever in the weaponization of trade?
In light of recent market exits, instances of withdrawal
of cover and reduced capacity across private carriers,
should insureds question the consistency and certainty
of their insurance arrangements?

Magnus Lindgren, Credit Specialties Leader Nordics,
Marsh
Jesse van Cleef, Head of Multi-Buyer Trade Credit,
Liberty Specialty Markets

15.10-15.40

Case study: The power of partnerships –
guaranteeing transparency and efficiency
An in-depth case study will explore the deployment of this
innovative digital solution featuring the unique combination
of central issuance with digital guarantees, delivering
significant value to all market participants through an
additional layer of efficiency throughout the guarantee

life-cycle. The result of a 2-year collaboration with
16 working group partners made up of major corporates,
banks and sureties, learn how the solution was
collaboratively developed to provide long-term, secure
and cost-effective services to applicants, guarantors,
beneficiaries and intermediaries, and gain first hand
experiences of the practicalities involved from those
responsible for delivering this innovative trade digitisation
initiative.
Ludger Janßen, Managing Director & Co-CEO,
Digital Vault Services
Laura Salli, Head of Trade Finance, Nokia

15.40-16.20

Mapping and managing an evolving sanctions
risk landscape
This session will explore the growing challenge of global
trade sanctions compliance, highlighting the exponential
growth of US and European economic sanctions in 2022
and the risks that an increasingly complex sanctions
landscape poses to financiers and trading entities. Insight
will be provided into the potential pitfalls related to a
rapidly developing sanctions regime, from the courses
of action available when a counterparty is placed under
sanctions and the financing structures that can offer
protection, to the key considerations when entering
medium tenor deals, and the potential of innovative
technology to streamline the information flow throughout
the trade process, identifying compliance risk within
global trade and helping to manage global export controls.
Daniel Nord, Senior Group Legal Counsel, Trade
Compliance, Ericsson

16.20-16.40 Networking break

Singapore adopted the Model Law on Electronic
Transferable Records (MLETR) in 2021, granting
electronic trade documents the same legal standing
as their paper-based counterparts, with MLETR
subsequently championed by G7 Ministers. Digital trade in
the US took a significant step in 2022 with amendments
to the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC), providing rules
for electronic negotiable instruments. Similar efforts are
underway in key trade markets from LatAm to China:
regulatory barriers to digital trade are falling.
This panel of trade digitisation experts will explore the
key drivers building momentum behind the adoption of
trade e-docs, highlighting landmark transactions involving
instruments including the promissory note and bill of
lading, and the innovations and ecosystem developments
promoting the use of e-docs for trade financing. Further
debate will explore the interoperability challenges
and regulatory risks that remain, and prospects for
standardisation provided by the development of legal
frameworks: What will a fully developed e-doc ecosystem
look like, and where are new opportunities for trade
financing emerging in the meantime?
Moderator: Michael Vrontamitis, Vice-President,
Lead Industry Principal, Lending & Commercial
Banking, Finastra
Jacob Katsman, Chairman, GlobalTrade Corporation
(GTC)
Alejandra Morales Munoz, Director, EMEA Trade
Product Sales, Bank of America
Patrik Zekkar, Chief Executive Officer, Enigio

Demand for trade finance is spiking amidst a highly
unpredictable business environment, while margins
are continually squeezed by increasing compliance
requirements. Nordic trade lenders’ back-office operations
are under the spotlight, with the need to boost efficiency
and profitability a rising priority for senior management.
Meanwhile corporates’ growing adoption of digital trade
places the need to enhance client interfaces on the near
horizon, with expectations amongst senior bankers that
the digital trade sector will mature when a successful
platform-based trade solution ultimately captures a
critical mass of the market.
What does this all mean for the development of trade
finance offerings in the near to medium term? Taking
stock of the primary operational challenges being
addressed by leading trade financiers, this session
will assess the functions lenders are seeking to
streamline now, from KYC to document processing
and interoperability: Which investments are targeted
on optimising the corporate client’s user experience?
Will we see a single multi-lender trade finance platform
capture the corporate market in the coming years and
what affect might this hold on digitisation priorities?
How can trade banks prepare to compete in a highly
digitised, automated and price sensitive market?
Stefan Carleke, Vice-President, Head of Trade Finance
Sweden, Handelsbanken
Milena Torciano, Chief Executive Officer, Mitigram
Troels Estrup, Global Head of Trade Finance, FX &
Transaction Banking, Danske Bank

16.15-16.40

Networking break

17.20

Close of conference

Closing plenary
16.40-17.20

Case study: What happens to a company
when under OFAC sanctions?

#GTRNordics

Our closing session will offer detailed first-hand
experience of the challenges and courses of action
that steered a large Swedish corporate to a successful
resolution following its sanctioning by OFAC, offering
insight on what happens under OFAC sanctions, surviving

company reorganisation, and the various challenges
experienced: What were the key legal issues and trade
implications that ensued, and how did the company’s
banks, insurers and domestic government respond?

Followed by evening networking reception

Maria Björkholm, General Counsel, Nynas

Navigating turbulent times for Nordic trade
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Wednesday 16 November, 2022

PLATINUM SPONSOR

GOLD SPONSORS

LANYARD SPONSOR

MORNING REGISTRATION SPONSOR

NETWORKING BREAK SPONSOR

EVENING RECEPTION SPONSOR

SILVER SPONSORS
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Registration form

GTR Nordics 2022 Stockholm

Wednesday 16 November, 2022

Payment details

Address

Please select credit card type

Postcode/Zip
Card number

Country

Expiry date

Security code (3 or 4 digits)

Telephone

MM/YY

Pricing details

Facsimile

Cardholder’s name
€1,199 +25% VAT

Standard rate

Standard rate passes are for those who do not fall within ‘Corporate rate’ criteria. Includes
financial institutions, consultants, lawyers etc. Limited to 3 passes per service provider.

€499 +25% VAT

Corporate rate

Email

Company VAT number

Signature

Cardholder’s signature

Corporate rate passes are available for those who are exporters, importers, manufacturers,
distributors, traders & producers of physical goods.

15% Multi-booking discount available
If you are unsure what rate to book or need to book multiple registrations under the same
company, please contact our booking team at sales@gtreview.com
**By booking, you agree to GTR’s Terms & Conditions, including Cancellation Policy.
***All GTR events adhere to the most recent government Covid-19 guidelines and restrictions,
with the safety of our attendees and staff deemed paramount. Should you have any questions
regarding any aspects of this, please email us at events@gtreview.com

Add a GTR Subscription

Save over 10% on an online subscription

1-year online-only subscription

I can confirm that I have read and agree to the terms and conditions below.

Cardholder’s address

€350 + 25% VAT

Terms & conditions
1. Confirmation: Booking confirmation will be
sent to you immediately for all bookings. If
you have not received an email confirmation
within 24 hours of making the booking,
please contact the team at events@gtreview.
com or on +44 (0)20 8673 9666.

Booking code

Delegate information
For multiple bookings please email events@gtreview.com

Title:

please tick

Mr

Mrs

Ms

Miss

First name
Last name

Job title

Ways to register
Fill in this pdf form
and click here to send

Or:
Email: events@gtreview.com

Department

Web: www.gtreview.com/gtrnordics
Phone: +44 (0)20 8673 9666

#GTRNordics

Organisation
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2.	Payment (including VAT) must be made in
full prior to the start of the conference. GTR
retains the right to refuse entry in case of
non-payment. Payment can be made through
Credit Card online, via telephone or by
sending our Events team a completed
Credit Card Authorisation form.
3.	All delegates who have not paid prior to the
conference will be denied entry.
4.	Transfers: If you cannot attend a conference,
you can transfer your place to another
individual. Places can be transferred at
any time up to and including the day of the
conference. Please note an additional charge
may be applicable if the new attendee is
not entitled to the same rate.
5.	A delegate place can be transferred to
another conference, if the request to us is
received more than 5 working days before
the conference. Please note additional
charges may be applicable. A delegate can
only transfer their place a maximum of two
times, after which they will incur a 20%
administration fee.

6. Cancellations: All delegate cancellations
must be made in writing to events@gtreview.
com. The charge for cancelling your booking
is:
- 1 month before the conference: 90%
refund of the full cost
- 5 or more working days before the
conference: 80% refund of full cost
- 5 or less working days before the
conference: no refund
7.	
Non-attendance to a conference will result
in no refund.
8. In the case of the cancellation of the
conference or the change of the conference
date, GTR will not be held liable for any
booking, travel or hotel costs associated
with the booking.
Please note that all confirmed registrations
are subject to the event terms and conditions
Should you have any queries, please contract
our team at events@gtreview.com or on
+44 (0)20 8673 9666.
If you do not wish GTR to use your
information for marketing purposes,
please tick this box.

gtreview.com/gtrnordics

